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«There Must Be A Limitation of Partisan Zeal and a Determination to Work Out
Together a Program Predicated Solely Upon the Well-Being of the Whole People.>
-From Inaugural Address of Governor Louis J. Brann.

JANUARY, 1933
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T IS as unsound economically to build too well as to build not
well enough. Heavy-traffic roads at heavy-traffic prices on
light-traffic routes not only waste taxpayers' money but also
waste time, for the high-priced road usually has to be waited for.

I

Tarvia roads are always economical for they never need be
over-built or under-built. There is a right type and strength Tarvia
road-smooth, easy-riding and skid-safe-for every traffic
requirement. And the Tarvia laid today for light traffic
will serve as a foundation for stronger Tarvia pavement as
traffic needs increase.
Tarvia is made by The Barrett Company, America's oldest
and most experienced manufacturer of coal-tar road-building
materials. All of Barrett's unmatched facilities-manufacturing
skill, distributing equipment and paving experience-are
available to road engineers and highway officials through the
Tarvia field man. 'Phone, wire or write our nearest office.
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Residential and
Industrial
FENCE

For Real-:;·Economy
« GOH I » Culverts
99.9o/o Pure
Iron Copper Alloy

Chain Link & Wrot Iron
S'I.,EEL

Reinforcing Steel
Merchant Bar

+
+
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Bolts + Rods
Guard Rail +

SERVICE
+ Accessories
Snow Fence

BANCROFT and MARTIN ROLLING MILLS CO.
MILLS and OFFICE: SOUTH

PORTLAND,

MAINE

Telephone : Forest - 4640

PENOLITHIC PAVEMENT
MORE PENOLITHIC ON U. S. ROUTE NO. 1
Penolithic will be constructed in 1933 on Route No. 1
between Brewer and Holden, and between Dedham and
Ellsworth.

See this special non-skid pavement which is giving such
excellent service on Route No. 1, in Maine, between
Holden and Dedham, and at Ellsworth; also on New
Hsmpshire' s heavily traveled Route No. 1.

WARREN BROTHERS ROADS COMPANY
BOSTON,

MASSACHUSETTS
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If you must race the locomotive to the crossing, win or lose; don't tie.
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Watch out that Son John doesn't hitch that new Christmas sled to the back of an
automobile.
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Whether
Mr. Einstein.

the universe is static or dynamic is said to be a question
Buy a radio, Mr. Einstein, buy a radio!

bothering

Remarks Georgia Highways:
"A British writer who says that no laws are enforced in the United States ought to come to our town and leave his auto parked
h
beside a fire plug."-1£ that doesn't do the trick, we suggest his trying a Bronx c eer
on one of our highway cops; preferably, one of Irish extraction.
We have no special turn for statistics or mathematics, but :figures, once in awhile,
catch the eye. Mr. Wiggin, Maine's Superintendent of Maintenance, recently held
our attention with the statement that a group of 43,000 rural letter carriers drive a
total of 2,000,000 miles every day to bring 30,000,000 Americans into closer contact
with what's going on. Mr. Wiggin indicates that when one hears a rural letter carrier
citing what's needed in the way of highway improvement, it's a good time to listen
and, mayhap, take a few notes. We're inclined to concur in the opinion.

Every motor vehicle accident should be thoroughly investigated and the bl ame
therefor definitely fixed, is the apt expression of an exchange, and it is added that if
traffic laws have been violated, the offender should be punished.
Very true. And
further: The sooner these offenders, especially the reckless driver, are brought to
realize that the law is intended for them, that it has no loop-holes, that the punishment will be prescribed without any delay, the sooner we shall get somewhere with
our educational safe-driving programs.
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Auto Busses Make Little Red School
Only A Memory
T

Modern Highways And Safe Conveyances
Bring Rural Districts New Educational
Opportunities

o

the average citizen the relationship between
education and good roads seems to be rather vague
By BERTRAM E. PACKARD
and indefinite. When the fundamental phases of
State Commissioner of Education
either one of these important activities of our modern
civilization is seriously considered it is not done usually
depended largely upon the wealth to be found in each
with any idea that there is a close and vital connection
district. In other words, in the same town there might
between them. As a matter of fact, the two activities
be
found widely varying standards of education dependare closely interrelated and no one element has coning
upon the wealth of the individual district. In the
tributed more largely toward changes in the administralate eighties the district system was abolished and due
tion of the public school system in our rural areas
to the gradual decimation of our rural
than has that of good roads.
population through its migration to the
In a state like Maine, sparsely popuMaine's Commislated, with the larger percentage of its
sioner of Educa- larger centers and also to the custom of
tion is a firm be- no longer rearing large families of chilarea either rural in character or covered
liever in g o o d
dren, a considerable number of these
with forest growth, where natural georoads, and he has
s t r o n g reasons one-room schools became unprofitable
graphical barriers of rivers, mountains,
for such belief.
lakes and inlets from the sea make reIn the accorn- to maintain and within twenty years
....._ panying
article from that time many of them had been
mote from each other in accessibility
Mr. Packard, long
closed and the pupils either walked or
communities which are in reality almost
an educator and
for the p as t were conveyed by a horse-drawn vehicle
adjacent and where in a large percentthree and oneage of our area we are accustomed to a
half years the to a nearby school. However, because
head of Maine's school system,
of the poor roads, the long winters and
heavy snowfall, a system of trunk line
explains the important part the
the mud conditions prevailing because
highways traversing the state with its highway has had in the development of our schools.
of constant freezing and thawing in
arterial connections by means of second
spring and fall, it was impossible to
and third class highways reaching to
close many of these schools due to the
remote locations has entirely changed
fact that conveyance by horse-drawn vehicle was not
the location of many of our schools.
A little more than a generation ago we find large! y feasible for a distance at the most of more than two or
predominating in the rural area of Maine a type of three miles. Consequently, we found many small schools
school familiar since the earliest beginnings of our New in operation, numbering anywhere from six or seven to
ten or twelve pupils. These schools were exceedingly
England history. I refer to the one-room school known
expensive to operate because of the small number in attraditionally as the "little red school house" which pretendance and yet they could not be closed for the reason
vailed outside the cities and villages of the state. This
type of school accomplished an important function in its that suitable conveyance to other schools could not he
provided.
day and generation and provided for a large percentage
Up to this time the responsibility for conveyance of
of our older generation the rudiments of an elementary
pupils to school largely devolved upon the parent and
education.
it was only in scattered instances here and there throughPrior to 1890 the plan of operating the schools of the
out the state that transportation was undertaken at public
state was the so-called district system. Under this plan
expense. During the years after the abolishment of the
each town was divided into numerous small school disdistrict system it was borne in upon the consciousness of
tricts. The standard of education afforded, with respect
our people that it was the responsibility of the town to
to the excellence of the teacher, the length of the school
afford a like standard of educational opportunity for all
year and the general condition of the school building,
PACKARD
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its pupils. In other words, there seemed to be no valid
reason why a pupil should be penalized for the reason
that he lived at a remote distance from school. As a
result of this sentiment, a law was enacted, providing
that when a school failed to maintain an average of
eight pupils for the preceding year it should be automatically closed and could be reopened only by vote of
the town accompanied by the written recommendation

Consolidated

Schools

Are

Made Possible
Good Roads

by

the

Building

of

of the superintending school committee. This law stated
that transportation should be provided a part or all of
the distance from the home of the pupil to the nearest
suitable school when in the judgment of the school committee such transportation was necessary. Under the
operation of this law many schools were closed and
conveyance was provided for a large percentage of the
children attending these schools. However, as already
mentioned, many of these schools could not be closed
for the simple reason that conveyance was not feasible
due to the distance to be traveled over poor roads. The
law already referred to was later amended to the effect
that when in the judgment of the school committee a
school became too small for profitable maintenance it
could be closed for a period of not more than one year
unless otherwise decided by the vote of the town at its
annual meeting and conveyance be provided for children
attending this type of school.

2198 one-room rural schools. Conveyance during that
year was provided for 10,115 pupils at a cost to the
towns of $404,948.00 or $40.03 per pupil conveyed.
Since that time 740 one-room rural schools have been
closed. During the present year 18,381 pupils are being
conveyed at a total expense of $658, 753.00 or at a cost
per pupil conveyed of $36.38; a reduction of nearly
$4.00 per pupil in the ten-year period. At the beginning of this period the good road program had not advanced much beyond the stage of horse-drawn vehicles
or small automobiles when the roads were in condition
to make possible this type of transportation.
During this period with the improvement of roads we
have seen a gradual change from the use of the horsedrawn vehicle, and small automobile, to large motor
conveyances having a carrying capacity ranging from
twenty to as high as forty or fifty pupils. These conveyances have comfortable seating capacity, many of
them are equipped with heaters and pupils can be conveyed to school as comfortably as by electric car or
railroad train and on as definite a time schedule. The
town is direct! y responsible for the safe and comfortable
conveyance of the pupils. The state regulations provide that all conveyances shall be provided with a safe
and competent driver who shall reasonably maintain discipline among the children while on their way to and
from school. Some of our larger towns are providing
that some person beside the driver shall accompany the
children so that they may be more suitably cared for.
Modern snow removing equipment makes it possible to
operate many of these conveyances throughout the year
and in instances where roads are not plowed the conveyance can be easily shifted to runners.

Consolidation Made Possible
While a considerable start was made in the improvement of our highways during the years from 1910 to
1920, yet the program of road building has progressed
so rapidly since that time that during the past decade
we have witnessed the most remarkable effect that good
roads have had on the administration of our school system by making possible the closing of small schools and
the resulting consolidation into larger units.
In 1923 there were in actual operation in the state

A_ JI otiern.

School

Bus

Encouraged By State
As a means of encouraging the closing of these small
and unprofitable one-room schools the state has paid
since 1931 to towns for each school closed and pupils
conveyed an amount equal to one-half the cost of conveyance and not exceeding one hundred dollars ( $100)
per year per school closed. The state paid in 1932 from

(Continued on page 19)

"According To

Inspection And Testing Of Road
Materials An Important Preliminary In All Highway Work

Specifications"

By D. L. MACDONALD, New England Manager,
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory and W. A. CHAPMAN, Chief Chemist, Skinner & Sherman, Inc.

ROBABLY very few citizens of the State of Maine
realize the measures taken by the State Highway
Department in the interests of the tax payers to
make sure that the materials bought for construction and
maintenance purposes are in accordance with the specifications.

alyses listed below are necessary in checking the many
requirements of the specifications.

Buying by specification has proven to be the best and
fairest method of obtaining satisfactory materials at the
lowest prices. The inspection and testing of materials so
purchased follows logically.
It has been amply proven
by past experience that, in spite of the most honorable intentions, the human element in the manufacture or production of materials will often result in errors. Again,
it must be admitted that low bidders are sometimes
tempted to furnish materials which are a little cheaper to
produce than those required by the specifications.

The mill and shop inspection of rolled structural steel
for bridges is not new but has been a part of the steel
industry since structural steel was first produced.

P

A description of the work in connection with a few of
the materials follows.

Structural Steel

The mill inspection primarily is a check on the quality
of the steel. Samples of every heat poured are sent to
the mill laboratory where the inspector witnesses the
tensile and bend tests of those which include material for
his clients. These, together with the chemical analyses

The value of this inspection and testing is thus unquestioned.
It is interesting to note that all of the progressive States spend thousands of dollars annually for
this form of insurance. The importance of this work is
also recognized by the Federal Government which requires the inspection and testing of materials entering
into Federal Aid work.
It is apparent that the logical place to inspect and test
materials is at or near the source of supply. The manufacturer usually has any equipment that may be necessary
lo handle and check his particular material and, in case
of rejections, replacements are available with little or no
loss of time. This is an important item, for time is
money on any construction job. The extra cost of materials which may be rejected on arrival at the job, such
as freight, is also important. Although this cost may be
absorbed by the manufacturer at the time, it is nevertheless part of the cost of production and ultimately must be
paid for by the purchasers of the material. Inspection
and testing at the source of supply therefore has the advantage of economy also, and this is of great importance
to the taxable public.
It is the inspection and testing of materials at the
source of supply that brings into the picture the independent agencies which specialize in this kind of work,
and which are retained by the State to protect its interests. This article has been written to give some idea of
the work involved in checking the different materials.
Incidentally, it indicates how carefully the specifications
are drawn up, for all of the detailed inspection and an-

Shop

inspection

of

structural

steel

as obtained from the mill, must be in accordance with
the specification to be acceptable.
In addition, the inspector makes an examination of the rolled material on
the hot beds for surface defects and checks the dimensions to make sure they are in accordance with the standards. The accepted material is shipped to the fabricating
shop, and reports are forwarded to the Department covering every piece shipped which show the size and length,
heat number, grade, yield point, ultimate strength,
elongation, reduction of area, whether the fracture and
bend tests were satisfactory,
the carbon, manganese,
phosphorus and sulphur content, and the weight of the
shipment.
When the material is received at the fabricating shop
it is in the form of plain rolled shapes.
When it is
shipped from the fabricating shop to the bridge site the
pieces are ready to be lifted into place and permanentlj
Page Seven
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fastened.
It is evident that considerable work must be
done at the fabricating shop and it is the checking of this
work that is called shop inspection.
This naturally falls
into two parts-checking dimensions and checking workmanship.
In brief, it may be said that under dimensions
comes checking the lengths, the location of all open holes,
copes and cuts, the location of all pieces riveted on in the
shop, checking shop assembled trusses, etc., while under
workmanship comes the tapping of all shop driven rivets
to see that they are tight, the inspection of milled ends,
checking for straightness, painting, etc. In addition, rejected work must be followed through to see that it is corrected. In general, weekly progress reports are sent to
the Department which show the status of the fabrication
and shipments, and include remarks regarding errors
found and corrected.
In addition to the structural steel proper other bridge
materials which are inspected include pedestal castings,
pins, rollers, fences, etc. The inspection of the bridge
erection is invariably done by State Engineers attached
lo the Bridge Engineer)s office.

Cement
For the past several years the Department has used
over 100,000 barrels of cement each year for highway
construction. For orders of this size the testing procedure has been as follows:
The cement mill sets aside

Cement testin g

several bins holding from 4,000 to 10,000 barrels each
for the exclusive use of the State. During or immediately
after filling, these bins are sampled by a laboratory representative, one sample being taken for each 200 barrels,
and these samples are taken from different parts of the
bin so that they are representative of all the cement in the
bin. The bins are then sealed, and the samples forwarded to the laboratory. Part of each sample is mixed
with a standard sand and water to make six mortar
briquets which are allowed to set in accordance with
definite requirements for seven or twenty-eight days,
after which they are broken in a testing machine and
the tensile strength of the cement determined.
The re-

mainder of each sample is used for ascertaining the fineness, time of setting and constancy of volume, and at the
end of seven days these are reported with the seven day
strengths.
This means that for a 10,000 barrel bin,
which required fifty separate samples, the above four
physical results are reported for each of the fifty samples.
If the results are all above the minimum requirements
the bin is released, and the mill allowed to draw from it
for shipments to the different road projects.
This work
is witnessed by the laboratory representative who keeps
the bin sealed when shipments are not being made, and
keeps a record of car numbers, destinations, quantities,
etc., which are reported to the Department.
In this way
the cement in any particular project may be traced
back and tied in with the test records.
At the end of
twenty-eight days the remaining three briquets are broken
at the laboratory and the increase in strength reported.
A recent ruling of the Federal Bureau of Public Roads
requires that all laboratories testing cement for Federal
Aid work must be approved by the Cement Reference
Laboratory.
This is operated by the American Society
for Testing Materials and the Federal Government.
It
is housed in the U. S. Bureau of Standards at Washington, D. C.

Piling and Timber
These are among the most difficult materials to illspect for they are not a man-made product and no two
pieces are alike. Piling and timber are used in bridges,
and the specifications are in accordance with design requirements. On account of the variation in the material
this means that, under proper inspection, the poorest
pieces are strong enough and the balance furnish an excess of strength.
The specifications for piling ordinarily cover species.
length. butt and tip diameters, size and soundness of
knots. bark, sweeps and shorl crooks, etc.
The
specifications for timber co' er species, grade, density
(as indicated by the annular rings), size and soundness
of knots. manufacture. shakes, checks, wane, etc. The
pieces are checked for the above requirements.
Piling and timber for bridges are usually creosoted in
order to obtain the longer life resulting from this treatment, and the specifications cover the grade of oil to be
used. the method to be used, and the amount of oil to
he retained in the wood expressed in pounds of oil per
cubic fool of wood. The actual treatment is done in
closed cylinders under pressure, and the first step in the
inspection is to sample and analyze the oil, which musl
be acceptable.
The inspector is present during the treatment in order to read the gauges, thermometers, etc.,
and to pass judgment on the difierent steps of the process.
At the conclusion a report is rendered the Department for
each charge treated which shows the hridgE' for which the

(Continued
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Auto Driving Danger Zone
Moves To Rural Highways

I

T was only natural thaL the Lraflic accident problem
should be firsL atlacked on our city streets rather
than our rural highways.
It was there that congestion and confusion first became apparent, and it was in
the cities that accident records were first available for
picturing the character and extent of the problem.

But the difficulties have been moving rapidly toward
our rural highways.
As on our city streets, the repetition of accidents at certain locations on our rural highways has caught the attention of officials, and has inspired public clamor that "something
must be done" to protect the locations
that are identified.
Two years ago, recognizing this developing problem, the Street and Highway Traffic Section of the National
Safety Council established
a Rural
Highway
Hazards
Committee - with
Clarence P. Taylor, Traffic Engineer,
Massachusetts Dept. of Public Works as
Chairman-to study the problem and to
develop means for attacking it, comparable with the methods that had already been developed for solving the
traffic accident problems of our city
streets.
AL the 2lsL Annual Safety Congress,
held in Washington
in October, the
Committee presented a report showing
NATIONAi.
SAFETY
some of the obstacles that must be overcome, the progress that has been made, and the features
of the problem that must be dealt with as indicated so
far. This Committee has started one of the most important tasks in the public safety field. Made up of men
who are in direct contact with the problem in various
ways, the Committee is widely represented.
The first
report of the Committee, summarized below, establishes
a foundation for the developmenL of a competent attack
of the problem:

mtl~nllifl

The Committee (on Rural Highway Hazards) has endeavored in this report to describe briefly the characteristic forms of hazards which exist on rural highways. and
leaves investigations and recommendations
as to their
treatment to another time.
The Committee has been badly handicapped in its
work because of the general lack of traffic accident data
for rural areas. Few states have such accidents investi-

Fatal Accidents in Country Districts
Fifty Per Cent Greater Than
In City Streets
By EARL J. REEDER, National Safety Council
gated and none keep the statistical
ing them separate from the total.

information

concern-

General
Heretofore the problem of the proper
regulation and control of vehicular
traffic together with studies dealing with
the motor vehicle accident hazard has
been mostly confined to built-up or
urban districts, because of the greater
daily concentration of vehicular traffic.
However, with the rapidly increasing
mileage of improved highways through
rural and country districts, together
with the improvement in motor vehicle
design and performance, the average
length of trip through rural areas has
increased about five fold over that of a
score of years ago. It is now possible
for people Lo travel over highways with
comfort from city to city and even state
to state in an almost unbelievably short
COUNCii
space of time.
The largest portion
of the mileage traveled on such trips is through the lesser
populated or country districts with the consequent increase in the accident hazard there. Many of the specific
forms of hazards which are known Lo exist on urban
streets exist to an equal extent on rural highways.
Taking the country at large, SO<Jr more fatal accidents
occur on rural highways than on city streets. Among the
different states, this relation varies from approximately
70% less to 18007< more than the urban fatalities. States
which are densely populated have more fatalities in the
urban areas than in the rural areas.
A comparison of the types of accidents which occur on
highways and on city streets reveals that although the
hazard to pedestrians is about half as great in the country as in the cities and towns, this type of accident still
is more frequent on highways than any other type.
(Continued on page 24)
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Workmen's Compensation Cases Reviewed
In Report Covering Past Four Years
A summarized report, covering Workmen's Compensation cases handled for the State of Maine over the past
four years, was recently submitted to Attorney General
Robinson by Richard Small, Special Assistant to the
Attorney General in Charge of Workmen's Compensation
Cases.
The communication follows:
December 29, 1932.
Hon. Clement F. Robinson,
Attorney General,
Augusta, Maine.
Dear Mr. Robinson:
I wish to report on my work in connection with the
Workmen's Compensation cases handled for the State of
Maine during the calendar years 1929, 1930, 1931 and
1932:
NUMBER

OF ACCIDENTS

1929
283

1930
403

NUMBER

OF ACCIDENTS

1929
14

1930

IN STATE

1931
422

1931
17

297

NUMBER

411

Accidents investigated:
1929 ........................ 79
1930
91
1931
89
1932
138

1932
451

Yours very truly,
RS:L

RICHARD SMALL.

1932
18

OF ACCIDENTS

439

The number of hearings before the Industrial Accident
Commission:
1929
53
1930
62
1931
72
1932
84

DEPARTMENT

IN ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS

8

TOTAL

HIGHWAY

the present time, this expenditure having been made
during the several years since the date of the accident.
I have collected $1,000.00 on subrogation claim in the
Ferdina Pomerleau case.
I am told that the total amount of the payroll for
employees of the State Highway Department subject to
compensation was around $4,000,000.00 for 1932.

469

You will note that the number of accidents in 1932
has increased 172 in number over 1929, an increase of
over fifty per cent. There were four fatal accidents in
1932, one in the Forestry Department and three in the
Highway Department.

Actual expenditures on account of workmen's compensation cases during the last four calendar years (as
differentiated from the foregoing statement, which shows
the amounts which the cases occurring in the different
years have cost) are as follows:
1929 .................
1930 .................
l931 .................
1932 .................

$43,670.84
47,539.19
48,507.56
75,287.55

The total payments made are as follows:
STATE

1929
$36,824.12

HIGHWAY

1930
$37,220.69
OTHER

Important National Meetings

DEPARTMENT

1931
$41,226.98

1932
$30,455.08

DEPARTMENTS

1929
1930
1932
1931
$10,518.28 $ 2,229.17 $ 5,648.42 $ 2,283.56
The above figures do not show the amounts spent in
the calendar years but show what the accidents in the
respective years have so far cost, to date. For example,
$36,824.12 is the total amount spent on accidents which
occurred in the State Highway Department in 1929, to

The American Road Builders Association will hold
its annual convention and Road Show in Detroit from
January 16 to 20, 1933, inclusive. The Highway and
Building Congress will be held in Detroit on the same
dates.
One advantage of being fat is that the waistline provides a mighty good shock absorber in a revolving door.
It is in general more profitable to reckon up our
defects than to boast of our attainments.-Carlyle.

MAINE HIGHWAYS
District Supervisors Hold Important

Lucius D. Barrows Elected

Place In Highway Organization

O

NE of the important branches of the highway
organization is the group of district supervisors.
These men are what might be termed contact men
between the Highway Commission and the town officials.
Their duties include the following activities:
The detailed supervision of construction work from
State Aid, Third Class and Special Resolve funds; the
supervision of maintenance work on the State Highway
and State Aid system, embracing approximately 5500
miles of improved road; the supervision of Third Class
maintenance work; the supervision of snow removal
work done under the Snow Removal Act, which, last
season, amounted to approximately 10,000 miles; and, in
addition to the foregoing, certain police duties in connection with the enforcement of Heavy Traffic restrictions.
This group works under the direction of the Maintenance and State Aid Construction Departments and is
organized into two general divisions-general supervisors
and district supervisors.
At the present time the group
of general supervisors includes two maintenance men
and three construction supervisors.
The group of district supervisors is composed of 39
men who handle the work in a varying number of towns.
This organization of district supervisors dates back to
1908. At that time they were classed as inspectors and
their work consisted for the most part in laying out
State Aid roads. As time passed and the demand for
roads increased, the number of these men and the length
of time during the season that they were employed was
likewise increased.
These men are all employed on an
actual time-worked basis.
In 1913 the Maintenance Division was organized and
the field work connected with this department was made
a part of the supervisors' work.
In 1927 the Snow Removal Act became effective and
the supervision of this work has since been a part of the
job of part of the district supervisors. In arranging this
branch of work it was found necessary to re-district the
State. Because of the variation of mileage in the different towns participating in this work, it became necessary to allot a required number of towns to each supervisor employed on this work.
Although a number of activities are included in a
district supervisor's work, his duties are made less
arduous by the excellent cooperation of the town officials, and this cooperation has been very much appreciated by the Highway Commission.
WHAT IS THE MATTER with the United States? Obviously
we have gone mad over prota economics and have overlooked human-wel/ are economics.-Henry C. Taylor, in
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President Of Highway Association

L

U!CIUS D. BARROWS, Chief Engineer of the Maine
State Highway Department,
in accordance with
an announcement made public the latter part of
the past month, was elected President of the Association
of Highway Officials of the North Atlantic States at a
meeting of the Board of Directors held in New York
City on December
sixteenth, 1932.
Mr. Barrows is
a thorough Maine
man, h a v i n g
been born m
Dover - Fox
croft, educated in the pub
1 i c schools
and m the
A cad emy
there,
and
studying engineering at
th e University of Maine.
He has served
in the Office of
Public Roads,
in Washington,
being J u n i o r
Assistant
Engi
neer just prior
to his entering the
service of the Maine
MR. eARRows
April, 1910.
Highway Dept., · in
His experience with the Maine department includes
service as Engineer-Clerk in the Office of the State Highway Commissioner; as Assistant Commissioner of Highways; as Bridge Engineer; as Assistant Engineer in
charge of State Aid Road Construction, and as Assistant
Engineer in charge of State Highway Construction.
Five years ago, or January 1, 1928, he was promoted
to the office which he holds at the present time.
Included in the membership of the Association of
Highway Officials of the North Atlantic States, are many
who rank among the most skilled and able highway
engineers.
To have been selected as the head of this
body, is a real tribute to the abilities of Maine's chief
highway engineer and a most pleasing reflection upon the
State as a whole.
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European Plan -- A la Carte Service

R. G. Lynn, Prop.

Augusta, Maine

Not By Wishing and Hoping,........
But By Doing!
O
By WALTER J. BRENNAN

State Safety Engineer, Department of Labor and Industry

N every auto windshield should be etched the slogan
"Safety comes not by wishing or hoping-but by
doing".
Only when the individual sees highway safety in the
light of a personal obligation will striking inroads be
made into that appalling annual toll of 34,000 highway
injuries.
If the nation's automobile fatalities were all located
in the city of Lewiston, with its 35,000 population, but

Death and Injury Toll 1931. .... 1.032.000
Population of Nevada.

Delaware. W4omin~.
and the National Capital.

1.042.000

dents during the eighteen months ending December 31,
1931.
With a parting admonition from friend wife to be sure
and put on chains, Bill rushed away to his garage. The
slippery driveway suggested what might be expected on
the highways, but the putting on of chains was such a
chore that he alibied with "got'er hurry this morning".
The tires should have been inspected for wear, but the
same excuse sufficed. The windshield wiper was working
only fitfully as he slammed the car in reverse and
stepped on the gas. Yes, Bill was in such a hurry that
probably only an injured child needing hospitalization
would make him hesitate and think.
A really safe driver would have looked for children
behind the car before roaring out of the driveway in reverse but Bill Jones was "in a hurry". The same safe
driver would have stopped before bolting onto the boulevard-but not Bill-he was still "in a hurry". Perhaps
that explains why he disregarded the glistening street
railway tracks to slash viciously across them. He
seemed surprised that he skidded; it had never happened
to him before.
The policeman was not on duty at the public school
and so Bill gave the accelerator a little extra kick, contributing a "Smart Aleck" grin to the little group of
somebody's children huddled against the curb. He beat

one year would be needed to reduce that prosperous,
happy city to a graveyard with but 500 souls to view the
Accident
destruction man's thoughtlessness had wrought. This
awe-inspiring analogy is but the picture of 365 days'
Periods
grief; another year with its further toll is upon us to
mock that expression "Happy New Year."
Mrs. Bill Jones (to use an illustrative name) propped
5ttears ended in l<JZ/
her newspaper against the percolator one morning recently and proceeded to punctuate Bill's breakfast with
51.fears ended in /926
some highway accident facts as read from an article entitled "Worse than War". Perhaps the hub cap, smashed
and replaced without Bill's knowledge, made her more
5~ar,e00edm/93L
interested in accidents than usual.
Bill was surprised to learn that humans are responsible for nineteen out of every twenty automobile accidents, the other one being due to mechanical defects. He
5 l{eW endm9m1936_..
•
•
•
•
•
resented the fact that whereas but one woman in eightysix is involved in auto accidents-there is one man in
or with the hdp of everyone
·-·-·········
• • • •
every twenty-one so penalized. He finished his toast to
the accompaniment of a scathing denunciation of "care- the stop light, by a hair as was his usual custom, cut out
less drivers", after hearing that while 50,510 members of around a heavily-laden truck on a hill, beamed upon a
the A. E. F. made the supreme sacrifice in our eighteen motorcycle policeman and slammed on his brakes withmonths of war, 53,650 were killed in automobile acci( Continued on page 20)
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Maine Realizing

Full Benefits

Of Emergency

Federal Aid

M

AINE is losing no opportunity to gain her full
share of Emergency Federal Aid money, as alloted to the State by the Federal government, last
Fall, on the 1932 highway construction program.
The amount of the Emergency fund alloted to Maine
(as previously announced) was $1,067,079.00, and this
money must all be expended prior to July 1, 1933. It
has been applied to projects included in the regular fouryear program.
Inasmuch as the time element, from the viewpoint of
gaining the fullest benefits from the allotment, has a most
important role, construction work, since the Fall, has
gone forward will all possible speed. In carrying on
the late Fall and early Winter work, the State has been
blessed with unusually favorable weather conditions and,
as a matter of fact, never before in Maine's history has
such a large amount of construction been continued so
far along into the season as this year.
With the advent of 1933, it was difficult to ascertain
just how much longer the various projects would continue, the elements being the governing factor. However, it appeared safe to predict that the work would be

Weston, on U. S. Route 1, in Aroostook county. 3.08
miles of gravel road.
Contracting firm, Sawyer &
Carlisle, of Ellsworth.
Benton, on Route 100, in Kennebec county.
5.25
miles of concrete, connecting on to the road built in
Clinton the past Summer. Contracting firm, Amos D.
Bridges' Sons, Inc., of Hazardville, Conn.
Burnham-Pittsfield, on Route 100, in Waldo and

With this snap-shot
by Icesuien t Engineer E. E. Blackwell, we
might
hare
tarted a "Guess What" column.
It's a rather unusual picture of a ceri) usual routine-two
men laying riprap,

Somerset counties. 5.92 miles of concrete, running from
the Clinton town line to the concrete work completed the
past season in Pittsfield. Contracting firm, D. M. Susi,
of Pittsfield.
Etna, on Route 2, in Penobscot county. 4.47 miles
of concrete. Contracting firm, Joseph McCormick, Ir.,
of Providence, R. I. This project will complete the road
between Newport and Bangor and, together with the
work in Benton and Burnham-Pittsfield, completes the
road from Bangor through to Fairfield.
('on cret e

pavement

on

causeway
between
North Anson

the

clumneis

at

carried on as long as possible and that any necessary recess would be followed by another big push in the early
Spring.

List of Construction Work
At the close of December, construction
carried on included the following projects:

work being

Brewer, on Route 1, in Penobscot county. 3.32 miles,
one-third of which is to be concrete, the remainder,
macadam, of the penolithic type. Contracting firm, The
Littleton Construction Company of Littleton, N. H.
Dedham-Ellsworth, on U. S. Route 1, in Hancock
county. 8.04 miles, macadam, of the penolithic type,
connecting the two projects constructed in the past season. Contracting firm, Wyman & Simpson, Inc., of

(Continued on page 15)
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In New Year
Exploration Mood
By VICO C. ISOLA, Executive Secretary
Maine Developrnent Commission

T

HE new baby, diapers, safety pin, curls and all is
with us-Master 1933. He is looking forward to
three hundred and sixty-five days of adventure and
exploration.
To him life holds just as many adventures
as it did to the discoverer of Maine, whether it was a
Norseman, Cabot, Corte-Real or Gomez. Let's take this
boy by the hand and in true modern manner motor with
him from Calais to Bangor looking seaward to the route
followed by these early explorers.
In 1604, the first attempt to colonize what is now
Maine was made by Sieur de Monts.
Two ships left
France early in the summer and finally came to rest behind Neutral or Saint Croix Island, just below Calais in
the Saint Croix River.
Here land was cleared and
dwellings and storehouse, bakery and blacksmith shop
were erected and enclosed in a stout pal isade. Winter
came sooner than had been expected and a cold season
followed of unusual severity. The ice blocked the island
from the mainland, supplies ran low and by Spring
scurvy and starvation reduced the band of seventy-nine
colonists to forty-three.
We continue on our way along Route 1 through Red
Beach, Robbinston to Perry, which by the way is exactly

,January's
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T'our

Route

t

half way between the North Pole and the Equator.
A
short side trip on route 190 brings us to Eastport, the
most easterly city in the United States. There are probably few points on the Atlantic coast which offer greater
scenic beauties than Eastport and Passamaquoddy Bay.
A man of some prominence and much travel visited Eastport and made the remark: "I find here the second
finest view in America."
Others have borne out this
opinion. Back on route 1 we travel through Pembroke,
Dennysville, renowned for its salmon fishing, to Whiting,
East Machias and Machias located at the head of
Machias Bay which have taken their place in the history
of the state. Machias, settled in 1763, is the oldest town
in Maine east of the Penobscot River. The first naval
battle of the American revolution was fought in Machias
Bay.
We are on our way again through Jonesboro past route
187 which leads to Jonesport, the mythical home of Seth
Parker, through Columbia Falls, Harrington, Cherryfield, Milbridge, Steuben and Gouldsboro where we
commenced to skirt the shores of Frenchman's Bay.
From almost any point along this bay route we have a
wonderful view of Mount Desert Island and the mountains of Acadia National Park. History tells us that late
in the summer of 1604 while de Monts' colonists were
building on the St. Croix, Champlain with a few men
sailed down the river and cruised along the western coast
and reported "An island from which arose a long range
of mountains."
This so impressed Champlain that he
named it Isle des Monts Deserts.
We continue through Sullivan and into West Sullivan
the birth place of no other than ye editor of "Maine
Highways." Through Hancock and on Lo Ellsworth,
which is the county seat of Hancock Counl y and offers
much of charm and interest for the motorist.
One
should not fail, while here lo visit the Black House and
see the many beautiful antiques which were in the possession of Colonel John Black and his family since the
beginning of the 19th century.
Many of the e antiques
are relics of the time of George Washington.

l
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MAINE HIGHWAYS
From Ellsworth we take route 102 over a beautiful
new highway to Orland on Penobscot Bay. From Orland route 175 leads us to Castine ·which occupies a
prominent place in the history of early Maine settlements. The advantages of its location caused it to be
striven for by French and English alike. Its story is a
romantic one. Baron Castine, hero of one of Longfellows poems, was one of the early explorers who sought
this spot. There are distinct traces of more than twenty
fortifications of different periods upon this little peninsula.
We now retrace our steps to Orland then on to Bucksport where we have our choice of crossing the new
Waldo-Hancock bridge and continuing up the west shore

Bar

Harbor,

the Porcupine

Islands

and Frenchmen's

Bay
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MAINE'S FEDERAL AID
(Continued

from page 13)

Augusta. This work and the work in Brewer completes
the road from Bangor to Ellsworth.
Waldoboro-Warren, on U. S. Route 1, in the counties
of Lincoln and Knox. Nine miles of gravel road, designed to take a future hard surface. Contracting firms,
W. H. Hinman, Inc., of Skowhegan, and Amos D. Bridge's
Sons, Inc., of Hazardville, Conn.
Topsham, on Route 201, in Sagadahoc county. 3.54
miles of concrete.
Contracting firm, Amos D. Bridge's
Sons, Inc., of Hazardville, Conn.
Porter, on Route 25, in Oxford county. 2.56 miles of
gravel road. Contracting firm, James E. Watkins, Co.,
Inc., of Amesbury, Mass.
Harrison-Otisfield-Norway, on Route 117, in the counties of Cumberland and Oxford. 5.64 miles of gravel
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of the Penobscot through Winterport and Hampden or
remaining on the east shore and travelling route 106
through Orrington and Brewer.
During Champlain's
westward trip in 1604 Champlain in his journal says:
"As one enters the river there are beautiful islands . . .
we proceeded to a ·place to which the savages guided us
where the river is not more than an eighth of a league
broad. It was here at the mouth of the Kenduskeag that
Champlain came to anchor. This is the site of the present city of Bangor. A tablet in Kenduskeag parkway at
Bangor commemorates Champlain's landing in 1604.
What a trip for Baby 1933-what new adventures over
a glorious section of the State where history was made.
We have taken him for a ride-what will he do to us?

from.

the

summit

of Cadillac

Mount ain.

in Acadia

Nu tioiui;

Park

road. Contractors, Bull & Snyder, of Gar(lner, Mass.
Work in Piscataquis county, the construction of 2.82
miles of gravel road in Dover-Foxcroft, on Route 105, is
practically completed, except for the surfacing.
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fork presumed and named it Fort Halifax in honor of
Lord Halifax.
This outpost was to command the
Chaudiere-Kennebec Carry, result in the dependence of
the Norridgewock Indians and control communications
between the Penobscots and their red brothers to the
West. Then the Governor approved the Kennebec pro·
prietors' plan. Such an installation was imperative, the
head of navigation of the Kennebec being at Cushnoc.
PHOTOS BY AUTHOR
· Fort Western came into being.
Governor Shirley's expedition journeyed to the carryOONER or later the student of Maine history will
ing place where the French were said to be building a
encounter the enigma of Fort Western, built in 1754
fort. There they found neither fortification nor settleas one of a chain of forts protecting, what is now
ment, instead, only friendly Indians.
Central Maine, against a presumed invasion by the
Nevertheless, the executive carried on with his plans
French, later becoming a tavern and trading post.
and Fort Western and Fort Halifax were erected. Though
Yet despite its lack of a record comparable with that
the alarm upon which their need was first based proved
of Fort Pemaquid, many times destroyed in battle, Fort
false, these two forts, Halifax as an outpost and Western
Wes tern is of considerable interest inasmuch as it is
as headquarters and base of supplies, were of great value
completely restored and literally filled with relics. That
to the Kennebec proprietors, protecting them as they
through the good wishes of W. H. Gannett of Augusta
colonized and traded.
and his son, Guy P. Gannett, of Portland. As it is today,
In 1754 Governor Shirley was tendered eight shares
Fort Western is valuable educationally and historically,
in the Kennebec company's lands and securities, the
a point of interest visited annually by hundreds of tourcustomary obligations in the way of settlement being
ists.
On March 28, 1754, Governor William Shirley of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which then included,
Maine, addressed the Council and House of Representatives assembled at the State House in Boston, telling them
that he was in receipt of a communication from Captain
Lithgow, commanding Fort Richmond on the Kennebec
River, stating that French from Canada had settled in
considerable numbers along the Chaudiere River near
the carry to the Kennebec and were constructing a fort.
Governor Shirley quoted from other letters showing a
hostile and arrogant attitude upon the part of French and
Indians friendly to them. He further stated that he had
Port Westen1 .• 1 ugusta
ordered Captain John North of Pemaquid to proceed at
once with an armed guard to ascertain the truth of the
later remitted by the proprietors "for great services done
report from Fort Richmond.
Governor Shirley then
this proprietee."
urged the building of a strong fort near the head of the
Thomas Hutchinson, writing in his "History of Massa"River Kennebeck," to resist encroachments and hold
chusetts Bay," says:
the Indians in dependence.
"This expedition which was very expensive; and
The General Court agreed with the chief executive and
though it was, in every part of it, the project of the
requested him to organize an expedition of eight hunGovernor, yet, as it had the appearance of originating in
dred men to destroy the settlement of the invaders and
the Assembly, there was no room for complaint."
erect a fort of their own.
Robert Temple, a large proprietor in the Company,
Then the Proprietors of The Kennebec Purchase met
was the son-in-law of Governor Shirley.
and voted that if the Governor should cause the erection
Automobiles, like the human race, gradually are inof a fort farther North, presumably at the junction of the
creasing their span of life. It is estimated by recognized
Kennebec and Sebasticook rivers, they themselves would,
authorities that the average life of a car is now seven
at their own expense, erect one at Cushnoc (Augusta) to
years and three months, whereas only a few years ago
serve as a base of supplies for the one to the North.
the average period of usefulnes was six years. ImTheir sole qualification was that the Commonwealth proproved materials and engineering are credited with exvide a force to protect the builders during operations.
tending the average age.-Arizona Highways.
Governor Shirley fixed the location of his fort at the
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MileageJ'J
The Yardstick
By A. J. WIGGIN, Superintendent
(The fo llowdnc is from a recent radio address delivered by Mr,
Wiggin on the subject, "Driving On To A Richer Life."-Editor.)

H

ISTORIANS disagree on so many subjects that
when we find one upon which they have reached
unanimity, we can feel reasonably safe in putting
it down as fundamental truth. I want to talk to you
for a few minutes upon a truth which all historians have
accepted without qualification.
It is that a Nation's
progress can be measured by the flexibility of its transportation. With its nearly 26,000,000 motor vehicles, the
United States eclipses the work in advancement when
measured by such a yardstick.
I propose to speak to you about some phases of Life's
enrichment which are not commonly associated with
Highway and motor vehicle development.
As a starting point, we might take the service rendered
by a group of 43,000 individuals who drive 2,000,000
miles a day and bring 30,000,000 Americans into closer
contact with daily affairs than would be possible without
the motor vehicle. I refer you to the rural letter carriers
of the country. Think of it! Daily these men traverse
two-thirds of the existing road mileage of the entire
United States. Their composite knowledge of the country's highway system is valuable. If you want to know
just what highway construction and maintenance progress
has meant to the country at large, the rural letter carrier
is an authority on the subject. Moreover, if you desire
to learn just what opportunities remain for road improvement, the rural letter carrier can tell you that also.
When you drive through the country-side in any State
in the union these days, you frequently meet a surprise
in the form of a building that seems disproportionately
large for the density of population in the region. But, it
is not excessive in size. That building happens to be five
or six erstwhile little red schoolhouses rolled into one
large consolidated school.
Improved highways made
possible that building, and the advanced educational technique it offers.

Good Roads Aid Education
The little red school house, for all its sentimental associations, had its serious deficiencies.
It had to exist so
long as the school had to be taken to the child, but now

Of Progress
of Maintenance

that good roads have made it possible to take the child to
the school, the need for it happily has passed.
A happy aura of security that we seldom perceive in
the atmosphere along the rural highway of the United
States, unless we live in it, is that which grows out and
the certainty that medical assistance is available when
needed. That tragic scene of the sick-bed in the rural
home, the misery and anguish of which has been painted
so vividly in folk fiction, has been effaced in many parts
of the country today. The same medical service which
has long been available to the city dweller now may be
had with equal despatch by hundreds of thousands who
live in the country.
The physician's race with disease
and death no longer is the unequal competition it used
to be. Better highways have enabled the doctor to win
the race in untold thousands of instances.
In assessing our Highways' contribution to a richer
life, we should not overlook this point. Nor should we
forget that there remain millions yet to be brought within the range of this service.
Another form of destruction against which rural
regions remained powerless for centuries has been significantly modified as a result of the good roads movement began in this country.
The destructive force to
which I refer is fire.
There was a time, when, if a
farmer's barn caught on fire, the only hope was that
the house and other buildings might be saved. The livestock, grain, implements-everything
in the barn-was
despaired of automatically.
A more mobile world today does not submit so hopelessly to this form of destruction. Your rural countryside is usually within reach
of fire departments, equipped with the most modern apparatus especially designed for its particular function,
and tens of thousands of farmers no longer quail before
this ancient enemy of man and his property.

Practical Value Is Proven
Anyone who doubts the practical value of the work of
these property-savings agencies can find it set down in
black and white in some of the most matter-of-fact books
in the world. I refer to the rate books of the insurance
(Continued on page 23)
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An American in England was .giving some illustrations of the si~e of his country.
"You can board a train in the State of Texas at dawn,"
he said, impressively, and twenty-four hours later you'll
still be in Texas!"
"Yes," said one of his English ] isteners, with feeling,
"we've got trains like that here, too."

-Georgia Highways.
Policeman (to intoxicated man who is trying to fit his
key to a lamp-post)-I'm afraid there's nobody home
there tonight.
Stude.-Mus' be; mus: be. Thersh a light upstairsh.

"I'd like some old fashioned loving."
"I'll introduce you to grandma."

-The Excavating Engineer.
Peggy-"Harry was held up last night by two men."
J oyce-"Where?"
Peggy-"All the way home."

-The Excavating Engineer.
Sign in a Texas restaurant-"If the steak is too tough
for you, get out. This is no place for weaklings ..

-Exchange.

-Texas Highways.

Young Wife (at post office window) : I wish to complain about the service."
Postmaster: "What is the trouble,
\\ l RfSOL'\IE II
Madam?"
SA\ 0 EZRA SPRY
Young Wife: "My husband is in
''To STOP AND L'ET
THE IRA\N GO BY!"
Albany on business and the card he
sent me is postmarked Atlantic

Jaywalker-"So many people are
struck by autos while alighting
from street cars."
Street Car Official-"W ell, yes;
but those people have paid their
fares. It's this running over people
who are waiting to get on that makes me mad."

-Mississippi Highways.
Pastor-"Good morning, May. I hear God has seen
fit to send you two little twin brothers."
Little May-"Yes, sir, and He knows where the
money's coming from, too. I heard daddy say so."

-Arkansas Highways.
New Yorker (incredulously )-"And you mean to say
that in California you have 365 days of sunshine a
year?"
Man from Los Angeles-"Exactly so, sir, and that's
a mighty conservative estimate."-Exchange.
Doctor: Exercise is what you need, my man; what
do you work at?
Patient: I'm a bricklayer.
Doctor: Lay an extra brick every day.

-California Highways.

City."-The Earth Mover.
This is a trick-so don't say we didn't warn you. Read
this sentence:
"Federal fuses are the result of years of scientific
study, combined with the experience of years."
Now, count the F's in that sentence. Only once-don't
go back and count them again.
There are six F's in the sentence you read in the
paragraph ahove. An average intelligence recollects
three of them. If you spotted four you're above average.
If you got five, you can turn up your nose at most anybody. If you caught all six, you're a genius, and a lot
too good to be wasting your time on foolishness like this.

-The Tennessee Road Builder.
"Your teeth are in bad shape," said the dentist to a
patient. "You should have a bridge put in al once."
"How much will a bridge cost?"
"About seventy-five dollars."
"Say, doc, can't I get along with a small culvert?"

-The Highway Magazine.
"Where are you hurrying to.
"I'm running to try to stop a fight between a fine
married couple."
"Who are they?"
"I'm one of them."-North Dakota Highway Bulletin.
Page Eighteen

Americans own 25,800,000 automobiles-almost one
for every family and nearly three times the number
owned by the remainder of the world.

-Mississippi Highways.

MAINE HIGHWAYS
AUTO BOSSES AND SCHOOL
(Continued from page 6)
the Equalization Fund in direct aid to towns approximately forty thousand dollars ($40,000) for this purpose.
The argument is frequently advanced that the closing
of a one-room rural school tends to reduce the value of
farm property in that vicinity. In many instances this
argument has had a tendency to retard the closing of
schools which are unprofitable to maintain. The argument is not sound for in the majority of instances where
schools have been closed and the proper type of conveyance provided it has been found that the children have
been provided with better educational advantages and
both children and parents are well satisfied with the
arrangement.
Farm property should be enhanced in
value when suitable conveyance is provided for under
modern conditions it is more convenient and much safer
for children to ride in a conveyance under the care of
a safe and competent driver a distance of five or six or
even eight miles than for pupils to walk over highways
crowded with traffic even a distance of half a mile or a
mile. The program of good roads has made travel for
pedestrians and especially young children an extremely
hazardous undertaking and as a result conveyance becomes necessary to conserve the safety of our pupils.
The success or failure of a policy to close one-room
schools depends very largely upon the character of conveyance afforded. Usually, if a safe and comfortable
conveyance is provided, the children themselves solve
the problem for after a few weeks of attendance at a
larger school they, of their own choice, convince the
parents that the plan is a better one.
With the closing of one-room schools and improved
facilities for conveyance has developed the program of
consolidated schools and in increasing numbers all over
the state, two, three and four-room schools may be found
at convenient central locations replacing as many or
more one-room schools under the older plan.

Better Individual Attention

In the modern program of studies it is extremely difficult for one teacher to handle successfully all grades in
a one-room school. In the two, three or four-room
schools the teacher handles fewer grades and as a result
can give much better individual attention to her pupils.
These consolidated schools conform to modern schoolbuilding standards with respect to heat, light and sanitary conditions. While the one-room rural school occupied a valuable place in our earlier history yet it was
in most respects extremely unsanitary, poorly lighted,
heated and ventilated. With the consolidated school we
find that courses can be offered in art, music, home economics, manual training, health and physical education,
all of which are essentials in a modern civilization.
The most conclusive argument in favor of consolidation in so far as the taxpayer is concerned is the fact
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that it is more economical. By and large the consolidated school is less expensive to maintain even with the
amount expended for conveyance than in the case of the
isolated one-room school. Better educational opportunities are almost invariably provided at a lower per
capita cost.
Because of geographical conditions there must and
probably always will remain in this state a large number
of schools which must be operated as one-room schools.
It will be many years, if ever, when the good roads program will extend to our more remote communities. It is
our policy to do everything possible for these one-room
schools both as to the training and equipment of the
teacher and as to the character of the building with
respect to light, heat and ventilation. Many of them
are being remodeled each year. The old unsanitary
school toilet which we knew in earlier days has already
been supplanted in every school in the state by a better
and more sanitary arrangement.
There are still, however, many one-room schools which can be profitably
closed and each year we find new towns undertaking a
program of consolidation and conveyance. This question is a matter that must always be decided by local
action and initiative.
Local jealousy and sentiment
persist in many instances to retard an adequate educational program. There are today many small high
schools in the state which are maintained at almost
prohibitive costs where, through adequate conveyance to
a nearby school over good roads, an appreciable saving
in expenditure would result. A false sense of pride in
the maintenance of the school oftentimes influences citizens to maintain such a school where it would be manifestly for their best interests to close it. The present
economic situation must inevitably result in the closing
of many schools which are costly and unprofitable to
maintain.

Good Roads and Good Schools
Hence, we can readily see that there is actually an
intimate relation between good roads and good public
schools. In many of our states where geographical conditions are unlike those of Maine the consolidated school
is located in the center of the township and pupils are
conveyed over good roads to and from their homes to
school. This is the reason why in some states, notably
Texas, the relationship is recognized to such an extent
that under the Constitution a portion of the gas tax is
devoted to the maintenance of public schools. Such an
extreme position would and probably should not be
adopted by the people of Maine. With geographical
conditions as they are the advantageous type of consolidation carried out in many states is not possible. There
is no doubt, however, but that the program of good roads,
as developed by the state during the past decade, has
resulted in a more economical expenditure of public
school funds and in all ways has contributed toward the
advancement of our public school system.
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WISHING, HOPING----DOING
(Continued from page 12)

out warning, to stop in the middle of the street for a chat
with a business associate. When the din of horns from
blocked traffic attracted a traffic policeman he moved on.
Eventually he arrived at his office.
Bill is one of those dice-shaking drivers who daily roll
with Death and see in their continued good fortune something of a divine approval. He is one of that legion who
read the highway accident grief on the front pages, who
read safety posters and who speak of "fools" when others
get hurt-then go blithely forth to do as they please
within the limitations of a police whistle.
The nation's highways fairly bristle with accidentmaking hypocrites like Bill. They refuse to see injuries
as the single grain of black sand in an hour-glass full of
white particles. Many, many white grains (the accidentmaking conditions and narrow escapes) will pass before
the single black particle finds its way through the neck
of the hour-glass. When it passes, Lady Luck has turned
thumbs down, good fortune turns its hack and another
red entry finds its way to the Big Ledger. Too late!
Truly, safety comes not from wishing and hopingbut from doing. Even better than four wheel brakes is
the philosophy "I probably won't get away with it"
rather than "I probably will."
Remember the black
grain of sand in your hour-glass!

THE KENNEBEC JOURNAL
PRINT

SHOP

Among the leading activities
of the Journal Print Shop are
the printing of Town Reports,
Ledger Receipts,
Tax Bills
and all classes of commercial
and Offical Papers.

Call 135
20 Willow Street

Augusta, Maine

1932-33 Snow Removal Petitions
Include Approximately 10,000 Miles

D

URING the snow season of 1931-32 snow was removed on approximately 10,~00 miles of roads,
and although the final checkrng of the snow removal for the season of 1932-33 has not been made, it
appears that the petitions cover about the same mileage,
it is stated by A. J. Wiggin, State Superintendent of
Maintenance.
So far very little expenditure has been required for
snow removal; neither is much snow to he expected
early in the season. The major costs of this work, in the
past, occurred from the middle of January and through
February and, of course, there have been storms the first
of March that cost more than any others during the winter, especially if there was quite a depth of snow on the
ground at the time.
usually when the snow fall is light there is an item of
cost that cannot be overlooked-the sanding of slippery
surfaces. But it is hoped that weather conditions, this
season, will be kind to the extent that the costs will he
at a minimum rather than at a maximum, and the roads
will be kept open, as well as kept safe for public travel,
with special care given to avoid slippery surfaces.

New Bridge In Falmouth
Promises Many Improvements
In the last days of 1932, equipment was being moved
to Falmouth by Green & Wilson, for use in constructing
the new bridge over the Maine Central Railroad Company tracks and the Presumpscot River on Route 26.
This contractor will do all the work except the structural
steel portion, which will be erected early in the Spring
by the Lackawanna Steel Construction Corporation.
This is the largest bridge project placed under construction by the State Highway Commission in 1932, and
it should eliminate the dangerous conditions which have
been in existence because of steep grades, sharp curves,
a double track grade crossing, and a narrow bridge
which has carried traffic since 1888, and which shows
many signs of collisions.
Leaving the present road al the Lop of the hill north
of the river, the new roadway ascends slightly to give
clearance over the railroad, then descends on an easy
grade to the south side of the river, where it rises again
to meet the old roadway. By changing the alignment
to the east on the north side of the river and to the west
on the south side, crossing the river at a sharper angle,
the curvature is reduced.
The total length of the project is 1580 feet of which
the bridge portion is 780 feet. This work is being done
as Emergency Federal Aid project, E-9B, and the Maine
Central Railroad Company participates in the cost of
the structure over its tracks.
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ACCORDING TO SPECIFICATIONS
(Continued from page 8)
material is intended, the charge number, the number of
pieces, dimensions and cubic feet of material in the
charge, the duration and controlling temperatures and
pressures of the steaming, initial vacuum, initial air if
any, injection and final vacuum, the total weight of oil
injected and retained and the weight per cubic foot, the
kind and condition of the material before treatment, the
method of treatment, and the analysis of the preservative
oil used. Under the last item appears the grade, per cent
of water, amount insoluble in benzol, specific gravity,
coke residue, float test on residue, and the per cent by
weight of the distillate fractions.

QUALITY
STATE

CITY

TOWN

HIGHWAY
CONSTRUCTION

Tar
Hundreds of carloads of tar are used annually by the
Department. As a rule these cars hold either 8,000 or
J 0,000 gallons each.
For several years past a resident inspector has been
maintained at the plant supplying this material. The
various works tanks are sampled and analyzed by the inspector. Tank cars as needed are filled from these works
tanks under his supervision. After being filled each car
is sampled. A short analysis, consisting of water and

AMOS D. BRIDGE'S SONS, Inc.

HAZARD VILLE

CONNECTICUT

Asphalt

A

comrnercial

physical

laboratory

viscosity, is made as a check. The balance of the sample
is labeled and set aside for future reference if necessary.
A complete analysis of a sample of tar includes
specific gravity, specific viscosity, distillate fractions by
weight, softening point of residue, total bitumen and
water.
The many analyses necessary, the supervision of the
loading of the cars, and the analyses of the samples from
each car require that a very careful record be kept to
prevent confusion and error. A daily report is furnished
to the Department showing the status of the various works
tanks and their analysis, together with complete data on
all cars shipped, consisting of car number, capacity, net
gallons at 60 degrees F., destination, the works tank from
which it was filled, viscosity, and per cent of water.

Many hundred thousands of gallons of asphalt are required. Usually, each tank car of asphalt is sampled and
analyzed separately. In a few cases works tanks are
sampled, analyzed and set aside for the use of the State,
cars being filled therefrom as required.
Reports are furnished to the Department, giving the
name of the manufacturer. car number, capacity, net gallons at 60 degrees F .. destination, and date shipped, together with the project number on which the material is
to he used.
The complete analysis of a sample of asphalt includes
specific gravity, flash point, melting point, penetration,
loss on heating, penetration of residue, and total bitumen.

Asphalt Emulsion
While this material has been known for many years,
its use until recently has been limited.
Several projects have been undertaken this year by the
State using this type of material.
It is sampled and inspected by the procedure outlined
above for asphalt.
Complete reports and complete
analyses are furnished with each car shipped.
The analysis includes viscosity, settlement test, demulsihility, oil distillate, residue on distillation, and the
(Continued on page 22)
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Past Year's Auto Receipts
Show Drop Of $215,658.72
Maine collected, in the past year, a total of $2,943,856.00 from motor vehicle registration and drivers'
licenses.
For the same period, in 1931, the State collected
$3,159,424. 72, or an amount exceeding by $215,658. 72
the 1932 figure.
A drop of 12,763 in the number of passenger automobiles registered was responsible for most of the loss.
There were 135,787 passenger cars registered last year
and 148,550 the previous year.
Operators' licenses, however, jumped 47,967 higher
than the 1931 total of 208,522.

Wanted-A

following characteristics of the residue from the distillation: specific gravity, softening point, bitumen, ash,
and ductility.

Corrugated

Metal Pipe

This is used for culverts. The usual sizes run from
12 inches to 36 inches in diameter, and from 10 feet to
20 feet in length. It is made from galvanized corrugated
sheet steel or iron. Each sheet is run through a machine
which curves the sheet until the sides of the sheet meet

Translator

A Chinese soldier in the course of conversation with a
British soldier at Shanghai asked why the British almost
always win their battles. "Before goin' inter action," explained the "Tommy," "we always pray." To which the
other retorted that the Chinese also prayed before a
battle--"Yes, but the point is, wot language do yer pray
in ?"-"In
Chinese, of course."-"Well, that explains
why yer don't win yer battles, don't it? 'Oo the 'ell
understands Chinese? "--The Earth Mover.

, modern precision equipment,
produce the halftones, etch, ings and color plates that
. _....-,- "tell your story in pictures,
leaving nothing untold."
I

r

,
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ACCORDING TO SPECIFICATIONS
(Continued from page 21)

-

Over 25 years of constant
and successful effort to improve
our product
have
qualified
us to meet your
most exacting requirements.

Testing road materials

and form a cylinder, which is then riveted. The sections
so formed are about two feet in length. These two-foot
sections are riveted together to form a continuous pipe
of the desired length.
Samples of each heat of galvanized sheet are first obtained from the plant and checked in the laboratory for
the analysis of the base metal and its thickness. In addition, the amount of spelter coating (galvanizing) is determined.
When the pipe has been fabricated the inspector again
visits the plant and carefully checks the heats used,
weight per foot of finished culvert, width of lap, rivets
and riveting, and a long list of specific details of workmanship.
These results are reported to the Department for each
shipment, the results of the analysis and inspection being
given in complete detail.

Reinforced Concrete Pipe
This is also used for culverts, usually from 12 inches
Lo 36 inches in diameter, and in 3 foot or 4 foot length .
On arriving al the plant, the inspector selects one pipe of
each size for each 100 pieces on the order, or one pipe of
each size from each pour, and witnesses their breaking
in the testing machine. Each pipe broken represents a
certain lot and for the lot lo be acceptable the pipe musl
stand a required load without showing a crark, and twice

MAINE HIGHWAYS
that load before complete failure. The broken pipe are
then examined carefully for size, number and position
of the wire reinforcement, both circular and longitudinal,
all of which are specified. If the tests are satisfactory the
individual pipes are inspected for shipment. This inspection covers the diameters at both bell and spigot
ends, thickness, porous spots, cracks, exposure of reinforcement, soundness, age, etc. At the completion of the
work reports are issued to the Department giving the results of the tests, the number and sizes of pipe accepted,
the number and sizes rejected with the reasons, the name
of the project, the contents of each car with the car numbers, dates of shipment, etc., so that the pipe on the
project may be tied in with the report.
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Turn

DANGER
into

SAFETY I

MILEAGE
(Continued on page 17)
companies. Their rates are based upon carefully analyzed experience and that they are constantly lower,
shows a constant! y more favorable experience.
This does not mean that such a boon has been conferred upon all of rural America. Unfortunately, only
Lwenty percent of our highway mileage has been improved. As the remainder is brought to the same state of
development, life will be enriched by these and the other
services which inevitably follow the highway. Millions
of Americans already have received them, but millions
of others still are waiting.
The latter point, I believe, needs elaboration and
greater stress. If we happen to live in an area where
highways have been extensively developed, it is easy for
us to assume that everyone· enjoys equally advanced
facilities. That attitude is portrayed in the opm1on
which exists in some quarters; that we have a highway
system adequate to our current needs.
Within the limits of such a brief talk as this, it is impossible to more than broadly sketch the manner in
which highway transport has enriched life in the United
States. Of all the figures relating to the subject, the
most spectacular is that which shows the extent to which
motor vehicles travel in a year. That figure, a conservaLive one, based upon gasoline consumption is one hundred and eighty billion miles. It is calculated upon the
basis of a gasoline mileage yield of twelve miles to the
gallon, a figure which some authorities regard as too
conservative.
Think of it! One hundred and eighty billion miles in
twelve months. Is it possible to indicate with greater
emphasis just what highway transportation means to the
enrichment of our national life?
I doubt it.
Prosperity is not without many fears and distastes, and
Adversity is not without comforts and hopes.-Bacon.

Use

DOWFLAKE
CALCIUM CHLORIDE 77-80%

For Ice Control
Icy highways have been the cause
of many deaths that could have
been prevented. Streets and roads
can be made safe for driving almost instantly, by applying sand
or cinders treated with Dowflake
Calcium Chloride. Used dry, the
sand is soon brushed away and
wasted. But when you mix Dowflake with your gritty material, it
digs into the ice and anchors itself.
It makes driving safe at normal
speeds. It actually saves money
by making frequent replacement
unnecessary. • Write for full information on the uses of Dowflake
for Ice Control.
New York Branch
60 East 42nd St., New York City
Maine Representative, John P. Webster & Co.,
61 Main Street, New Coe Building,
Bangor, Maine

THE DOW CHEMICAL

COMP ANY

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
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The Vehicle

and Service
Dealers
Stations along Maine• s
Fine Highways Are
Ready to Serve . . . .
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AUTO DRIVING DANGER ZONE
(Continued from page 9)
Non-collision accidents in which cars leave the highway
are about six times as great a proportion of the total
under highway driving conditions as under urban driving
conditions. Collisions with other vehicles is about the
same in each case, but collisions with fixed objects are
over twice as great a proportion of the total for rural
highways. The complete data are as follows:
TYPE OF ACCIDENT

RURAL

r/o of total
Collisions with pedestrians
Non-collision accident
With other motor vehicles
With fixed object
With R. R. trains or street cars
All others

of driving morals. When some drivers get out upon the
open highway they evidently release all pent up desires
to exercise complete freedom of movement and speed
which constant police supervision and traffic congestion
in cities have suppressed. That such drivers upon reaching a good highway feel free to express themselves by
wild or inattentive driving seems to be borne out by the
fact that 37% of the mishaps on rural highways involve
only one driver who either drives off the road, turns over
or runs into fixed objects. In urban areas, this type of
casualty amounts to only 9% of the total-one quarter as
great a proportion. .

CITIES
of total

%

30%
26%
22%

64%
4%

11%
8%

5%

3%

19%

6%
2%

The Driver
Of all the sources of the primary causes of highway
accidents, it is felt that the motor car driver is the
greatest. He is still the great unknown in the personal
equation.
Many drivers have slack or wild driving habits or
dangerous traffic complexes and little or nothing is done
about them. Some drivers involved in smash-ups have
no sense of personal responsibility and are almost devoid

With respect to the vehicle, rural traffic hazards are a
con tin uousl y shifting set of problems; no one can predict
what next year's cars will be like. Coupled with the high
speeds which the modern car can attain, new features
such as free wheeling, automatic clutch and air wheels
have been added. These features may be safe, yet they
do add some confusion to the operation of the vehicle,
more especially in mountainous country.
The increased use of busses and trucks has changed
highway traffic conditions. The new models are heavier,
larger in size, longer in length, higher in power and in
most cases, faster. The drivers try to keep up with or
pass the general traffic. Down hills and on level ground
they are often able to do so, but uphill they form the
usual obstruction with the hazards which generally attend when other drivers try to pass them. When several
trucks or busses follow each other in close succession, this
condition is intensified. Accidents involving these hugh
vehicles, when being operated at high speeds are becoming more and more a common occurrence.
No
driver, no matter how expert, can control such vehicles
at high speed with the same degree of skill as he can a
touring car.
Improvements in brakes seem to be accepted as a license to drive faster. Free wheeling, as well as the increased weight of the newer cars, has increased the defective brake hazard. Some of the large truck companies
operate trains of two or three vehicles with only one set
of brakes on the rear two wheels of the tractor. Other
more modern vehicles are equipped with air brakes on
each unit.
Glaring and dim head lights create a greater hazard
on rural highways than on city streets because of the
general lack of artificial highway illumination. On the
highways the lack of a tail light is a more serious condition than it is on urban roads because of the high speeds
with which traffic moves. . . . . . .

The Highway
The greater single class of accidents on rural highways
is that in which pedestrians are struck by vehicles. Few
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sidewalks being provided, pedestrians are forced to walk
in the roadway. Not many highways are illuminated at
night, so that after dark it is difficult or impossible for an
operator to see pedestrians, especially if he is faced with
glaring headlights or if the pedestrian is wearing dark
clothing. Then, too, the majority of pedestrians walk on
the right side of the highway and they are unable to
judge whether the driver approaching from behind sees
them. Persons attempting to hoard or leave moving vehicles, persons working on disabled cars parked in or
near the roadway, children playing in the roadway and
pedestrians stepping out into the highway from behind
obstructions to view constitute a large portion of the accidents to pedestrians. Many pedestrians using highways
fail to appreciate the need for looking before crossing.
There is much pure thoughtlessness on their part. . . . .
Certain features of roadway and roadside maintenance
contribute to the hazards of rural driving. These aredark "pockets" at night; obstructions to view caused by
trees, shrubbery, fences and advertising signs; unsanded
patches of ice; unsanded wet or slippery places on curves
and grades; unfenced and unguarded danger spots; lurking hazards without advance warnings; unattended defects in the roadway, and unprotected defects or obstructions in the roadway.
The tendency of the majority of motorists when operating under any given set of driving conditions is to drive
within five miles per hour of the average speed. The
few who drive slower and those who drive faster than
this general pace are the ones who cause passing and
overtaking accidents. The large number of cars moving
at normal speed are forced to overtake the slow driver.
The fast driver must overtake at high speed that traffic
which moves at a more moderate pace. This means that
he is out of line for a distance of from 600 to 1500 feet
depending on the difference in speed between his car and
the one he is overtaking. Thus the fast and the slow
drivers create numerous hazards by causing a great deal
of unnecessary passing and overtaking.

Work To Start At Machias
Sometime during the present month, work will he
started on the new bridge over the Machias River on
Route 1 in Machias. There are three channels of the
river to he crossed, and the old covered bridge which
has spanned the center channel for many years, will he
removed, giving place to a modern structure.
Some of the sharp curves will be improved by a change
in alignment near the south side of the river.
Bids for the building of this bridge, which is officially
known as Federal Aid Project 99-E, were opened on
Wednesday, December 28th. The contract has been
awarded to Hector J. Cyr Co., Inc., of Waterville, Maine,
the low bidder, who submitted a figure of $46,905.53.
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SUREI
You Can 'Hi-jack'
Your Friend's Copy

Of

MAINE HIGHWAYS
BUT
what if he has taken it home?
More especially, when you
hadn't the chance to read that
interesting article first?

WHY
take the chance?
Send in a
dollar now and have your copy
mailed direct each month.

A DIGEST
of the Highway Department's
activities with articles and statistics that will prove to be of
value to YOU.

MAINE HIGHWAYS,
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION,
AUGUSTA, MAINE.
Enclosed is Check D Money Order D Cash D for
One Dollar. Please send me Maine Highways for one
year.
M .....

St. or R. F. D

.

City or Town ...
Money not registered at sender's risk.
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OUR OUJU
DOX POPULl
Mr. Walter J. Brennan,
Safety

Engineer,

State

whose articles

appear in Maine Highways

from

time to time, has a knack of driving his message straight home, as
the expression

goes.

We have

found him quoted quite frequent! y
in numerous
and

the

other

publications

following

introductory

statement, taken from a recent issue of the Ohio

Health

speaks for itself-and

l

l

News,

in no un-

certain terms :

Drama of Recklessness
"Occasionally an article comes
out of a health department, or a
labor department, or any other
division of government, so dramatically written, its lessons of
health or safety so forcefully told,
that no amount of editing, or revising, or re-writing can improve
it by a hair's breadth. It has been
written by a Master, one who not
only knows news and news values,
but also has a God-given ability
to tell his story.
"Such a story is the one of
'Taking Chances,' on this page of
Ohio Health News. It was written
by a Maine man, for Maine readers; but its incidents can be duplicated in Ohio every day in the
week, and its lessons are for
Ohioans as well as for citizens
of the Pine Tree State. READ
IT; AND A P P LY T H 0 S E
LESSONS!"

Commission Meets
January 18th
The next meeting of the State
Highway Commission will be held
on Wednesday, January 18th.
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Maine Highways is published each month under
direction of the Maine State Highway Commission,
Sta.te House, Augusta,
Maine.
Permission
is
granted to reprint any matter contained herein, if
properly credited,
Advertising rates furnished on
request.
Submlt ted material
must be accompanied by adequate postage to insure return and
all communications should be addressed to the
Editor.
This magazine is sent gratis to a limited
list.
Subscription rates, one dollar per annum;
single copies, ten cents. Members of Maine State
Highway Commission : Frank A. Peabody, Edward
fl:. F'a1·mnvorth, Willis E. Swift.
H.
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SOffiE IlEUJ lJEAR
RESOLUTIONS
For the Sweet Young Thing:
Resolve not to phone the Bridge
Department again to ask how
many points you can get on a
little slam.
For a Friend Contractor: Resolve not to complain in public
again because you lost a hundred
and sixteen dollars and thirtyseven cents in a certain poker
game-unless you explain that the
thirty-seven cents was actual cash!
For the Scotch Acquaintance:
Resolve not to hold a grudge
against the Masonic lodge because
they wouldn't furnish a couple of
Free Masons to help you build
that house last year.
For Mr. Hen Peck: Resolve not
to be meek if your wife uses your
best razor to cut her corns. Use
her powder puff to polish your
shoes.
For Most of Us: Resolve not
to fly too high without giving
thought to a place for landing.
For the Stock Market Boys:
Resolve not to fall for the line of
that salesman who tries to sell you
anti-freeze for your watered stock.

Three-Level Crossing
To relieve traffic congestion
and increase safety, a three-level
highway crossing is in course of
construction a short distance outside of Cleveland. Traffic on four
routes. East 71 st street, Brech' il le, Canal, and Independence
roads, has reached such proportions that the one underpass constructed a few years ago is insufficient. An elevated crossing will
ht> superimposed.
Ohio Higluoavs.
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100 YEARS EXPERIENCE

.....

The Lawrence Portland Cement Company, manufacturers
of DRAGON
Super Cement, is the heritage of a
business which commenced activities
with the manufacturer
of natural
cement in 1832.

*Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

LAWRENCE

Dragon Super Cement* is a super cement in more respects than that of high
early strength. It also produces high
ultimate strength concrete,extra hard concrete, watertight concrete, and concrete
more resistant to acids, alkalis, sea
water, sulphur water, and other forms
of severe exposure.

PORTLAND

..

But that is not all ... Before hardening, Dragon Super Cement mixtures
are unusually plastic, and remain plastic for an extended period for a rapid
hardening cement. Because of this feature no admixtures are required to facilitate placement in thin sections containing closely spaced reinforcing, to
prevent segregation in transportation
by truck or thru chutes, or to obtain
the maximum results in finishing.
Dragon Super Cement, despite these
additional features, costs no more than
other high early strength portland cements. Try it on your next job.

CEMENT COMPANY

Manufacturers
of Dragon Portland Cement for more than 40 years
75 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON
NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA
.,. .,. MILLS AT THOMASTON, MAINE AND SIEGFRIED, PENNSYLVANIA
111-
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When Winter Hearthside Dreams
Conjure Visions of Next
Summer• s Vacation
Pleasures

PLAN A TRIP TO MAINE
Booklets containing complete information about the
state's resorts, scenic, recreational and sporting
attractions may be obtained without
charge, by addressing

THE MAINE DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
AUGUSTA, MAINE

STATE HOUSE
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